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Abstract. Vega, Sirius, β Leo, α Car and α Cen A belong to a sample of twenty stellar sources used for the
calibration of the detectors of the Short-Wavelength Spectrometer on board the Infrared Space Observatory
(ISO-SWS). While general problems with the calibration and with the theoretical modelling of these stars are
reported in Decin et al. (2002), each of these stars is discussed individually in this paper. As demonstrated in Decin
et al. (2002), it is not possible to deduce the effective temperature, the gravity and the chemical composition from
the ISO-SWS spectra of these stars. But since ISO-SWS is absolutely calibrated, the angular diameter (θd) of
these stellar sources can be deduced from their ISO-SWS spectra, which consequently yields the stellar radius (R),
the gravity-inferred mass (Mg) and the luminosity (L) for these stars. For Vega, we obtained θd= 3.35± 0.20mas,
R= 2.79 ± 0.17R⊙, Mg = 2.54 ± 1.21M⊙ and L= 61± 9L⊙; for Sirius θd= 6.17 ± 0.38mas, R= 1.75 ± 0.11 R⊙,
Mg = 2.22±1.06M⊙ and L= 29±6 L⊙; for β Leo θd= 1.47±0.09 mas, R= 1.75±0.11 R⊙, Mg = 1.78±0.46M⊙ and
L= 15± 2 L⊙; for α Car θd= 7.22± 0.42mas, R= 74.39± 5.76R⊙, Mg = 12.80
+24.95
−6.35 M⊙ and L= 14573± 2268 L⊙
and for α Cen A θd= 8.80±0.51 mas, R= 1.27±0.08 R⊙, Mg = 1.35±0.22M⊙ and L= 1.7±0.2 L⊙. These deduced
parameters are confronted with other published values and the goodness-of-fit between observed ISO-SWS data
and the corresponding synthetic spectrum is discussed.
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Appendix A: Comparison between different
ISO-SWS and synthetic spectra (coloured
plots)
In this section, Fig. ?? – Fig. ??, Fig. ?? – Fig. ?? of
the accompanying article are plotted in colour in order to
better distinguish the different observational or synthetic
spectra.
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Fig.A.1. Comparison between the AOT01 speed-4 ob-
servation of α Cen A (revolution 607) and the speed-1
observation (revolution 294). The data of the speed-1 ob-
servation have been multiplied by a factor 1.16.
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Fig.A.2. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of
the ISO-SWS data of α Cen A (black) and the synthetic
spectrum (red) with stellar parameters Teff = 5830K, log
g = 4.35, M = 1.3M⊙, [Fe/H] = 0.25, ξt = 1.0 km s
−1,
ε(C) = 8.74, ε(N) = 8.26, ε(O) = 9.13 and θd = 8.80mas.
Fig.A.3. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of
the ISO-SWS data of α Car (black) and the synthetic
spectrum (red) with stellar parameters Teff = 7350K, log
g = 1.80, M = 12.8M⊙, [Fe/H] = −0.25, ξt = 3.25 km s
−1,
ε(C) = 8.41, ε(N) = 8.68, ε(O) = 8.91 and θd = 7.22mas.
Hydrogen lines are indicated by arrows.
Fig.A.4. Comparison between the AOT01 speed-3 obser-
vation of β Leo (revolution 189) and the speed-1 observa-
tion (revolution 040). The data of the speed-1 observation
have been multiplied by a factor 1.05.
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Fig.A.5. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of
the ISO-SWS data of β Leo (black) and the synthetic
spectrum (red) with stellar parameters Teff = 8630K, log
g = 4.20, M = 1.8M⊙, [Fe/H] = 0.20, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1 and
θd = 1.47mas.
Fig.A.6. Comparison between the AOT01 speed-4 obser-
vation of α CMa (revolution 689) and the speed-1 obser-
vation (revolution 868). The data of the speed-1 observa-
tion have been multiplied by a factor 1.12.
Fig.A.7. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of
the ISO-SWS data of α CMa (black) and the synthetic
spectrum (red) with stellar parameters Teff = 10150K,
log g = 4.30, M = 2.2M⊙, [Fe/H] = 0.50, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1,
ε(C) = 7.97, ε(N) = 8.15, ε(O) = 8.55 and θd = 6.17mas.
Appendix B: Comments on published stellar
parameters
In this appendix, a description of the results obtained by
different authors using various methods is given in chrono-
logical order. One either can look to the quoted reference
in the accompanying paper and than search the descrip-
tion in the chronological (and then alphabetical) listing
below or one can use the cross-reference table (Table B.1)
to find all the references for one specific star in this num-
bered listing.
1. Brown et al. (1974) have used the stellar interferome-
ter at Narrabri Observatory to measure the apparent
angular diameter of 32 stars. The limb-darkening cor-
rections were based on model atmospheres.
2. Code et al. (1976) have derived the effective tempera-
ture from the absolute flux distribution and the appar-
ent angular diameter (Brown et al. 1974). The absolute
flux distribution has been found by combining observa-
tions of ultraviolet flux with ground-based photometry.
3. Blackwell & Shallis (1977) have described the Infrared
Flux Method (IRFM) to determine the stellar angu-
lar diameters and effective temperatures from absolute
infrared photometry. For 28 stars (including α Car, α
Boo, α CMa, α Lyr, β Peg, α Cen A, α Tau and γ Dra)
the angular diameters are deduced. Only for the first
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Table B.1. Cross-reference table in which one can find all the numbers referring to the papers citing a particular star.
name reference number
α Cen A 3, 4, 5, 10, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33, 35, 38, 41, 42, 43, 46, 51, 58, 62
α Car 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 14, 16, 17, 18, 26, 30, 32, 33, 38, 40, 50, 51, 52, 54
β Leo 1, 2, 19, 20, 23, 37, 45, 47, 53, 54, 55, 57, 61
α CMa 1. 8, 2. 11, 3. 12, 4. 15, 5. 19, 6. 20, 7. 31, 8. 33, 9. 36, 10. 44, 11. 54, 12. 56, 13. 59, 14. 60, 15. 64
α Lyr 8, 9, 13, 15, 19, 20, 22, 33, 34, 36, 39, 44, 45, 48, 49, 54, 55, 60, 63, 64
Fig.A.8. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of
the ISO-SWS data of α Lyr (black) and the synthetic
spectrum (red) with stellar parameters Teff = 9650K, log
g = 3.95, M = 2.5M⊙, [Fe/H] = −0.50, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1,
ε(C) = 8.42, ε(N) = 8.00, ε(O) = 8.74 and θd = 3.35mas.
four stars the corresponding effective temperatures are
computed.
4. Using the well-known astrometric properties (e.g. par-
allax, visual orbit) of the binary α Cen, Flannery &
Ayres (1978) have deduced the mass of the A and B
component of the binary system. The total and indi-
vidual masses should be accurate to about 3%, corre-
sponding to the possible 1% error in parallax, while
the uncertainty of the mass ratio is somewhat smaller,
about 2%. The effective temperature is computed from
(B−V ) and (V − I) colour indices. For the luminosity
different broad-band systems (including the standard
UBV , the long-wave RIJKLMN and the six-colour
UV iBGRI) and narrow-band photometric indices were
used. By analysing the temperature sensitive Ca I tran-
sition, composition dependent stellar evolution mod-
els and Teff -colour relationships, both the temperature
and the (enhanced) metallicity are ascertained.
5. Kamper & Wesselink (1978) have determined the
proper motion and parallax of the α Centauri system
by using all available observations till 1971. The new
mass ratio together with the period and the semi-major
axis yielded then the total mass of the system and so
the individual masses of α Cen A and α Cen B.
6. Linsky & Ayres (1978) have estimated the effective
temperatures for the programme stars using the mean
of the Johnson (1966) Teff -(V − I) transformations,
since these are essentially independent of luminosity.
7. Luck (1979) has performed a chemical analysis of nine
southern supergiant stars. He obtained spectrograms
with the 1.5m reflector of Cerro Tololo Inter-American
observatory. Effective temperature, gravity and micro-
turbulent velocity for the programme stars are deter-
mined solely in a spectroscopic way from the Fe I
and Fe II lines. The equivalent widths are calculated
through a model atmosphere with these stellar param-
eters and are then compared with the observed equiv-
alent widths. The calculation is repeated, changing the
abundance of the species under question, until a match
is achieved.
8. Blackwell et al. (1980) have determined the effective
temperature and the angular diameter for 28 stars us-
ing the IRFM method.
9. Several flux-constant, line-blanketed model stellar at-
mospheres have been computed for Vega by Dreiling
& Bell (1980). The stellar effective temperature has
been found by comparisons of observed and computed
absolute fluxes. The Balmer line profiles gave the sur-
face gravities, which were consistent with the results
from the Balmer jump and with the values found
from the radius — deduced from the parallax and the
limb-darkened angular diameter — and the (estimated)
mass.
10. The chemical composition of the major components
of the bright, nearby system of α Centauri is derived
by England (1980) using high-dispersion spectra. The
abundances of 16 elements are found using a differential
curve of growth analysis. Scaled solar LTE model at-
mospheres for α Cen A and α Cen B are calculated us-
ing effective temperatures from Hα profiles and surface
gravities from line profiles and ionisation equilibria.
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11. In his review, Popper (1980) has discussed the prob-
lems of determining masses from data for eclipsing and
visual binaries. Only individual masses of considerable
accuracy, determined directly from the observational
data, are treated.
12. Several flux-constant, line-blanketed model stellar at-
mospheres have been computed for Sirius by Bell &
Dreiling (1981). The stellar effective temperature has
been found by comparisons of observed and computed
absolute fluxes. The Balmer line profiles gave the sur-
face gravities, which were consistent with the results
from the Balmer jump and with the values found
from the radius — deduced from the parallax and the
limb-darkened angular diameter — and the (estimated)
mass.
13. Sadakane & Nishimura (1981) derived abundances for
various elements from observations in the visual and
near ultraviolet spectra ranges. Their investigation
yielded metal deficiencies of up to 1.0 dex; iron was
found to be underabundant by 0.60dex, if a solar iron
abundance of ε(Fe)= 7.51 is assumed.
14. Desikachary & Hearnshaw (1982) have taken a
weighted mean of seven determinations from Johnson
and Stro¨mgren photometry, absolute spectrophotome-
try, intensity interferometry and infrared fluxes. The
surface gravity was provided by fits to the Hγ and
Hδ-line profiles as well as to Stro¨mgren (b − y) and
c1 indices. Luck & Lambert (1985) quoted that using
their parameters (Teff = 7500K and log g = 1.5) re-
produces the observed Balmer line profiles about as
well as Desikachary and Hearnshaw’s alternative pair-
ing of Teff = 7350K and log g = 1.8. Four e´chelle spec-
trograms were obtained with a resolution varying be-
tween 0.07 A˚ and 0.10 A˚. The microturbulent velocity
was measured from 33 Fe I lines on the saturated part
of the curve of growth (−5.0 ≤ log(W/λ) ≤ −4.40).
No evidence for depth-dependence of the microturbu-
lence was found in Canopus. The model atmosphere
grid computed by Kurucz (1979) was used for this anal-
ysis. Hydrostatic and ionisation equilibrium equations
are solved and the line formation problem in LTE is
treated to obtain the equivalent widths of lines of a
given element and hence the abundance.
15. Lambert et al. (1982) have obtained carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen abundances from C I, N I and O I high-
excitation permitted lines. These results are based on
model atmospheres and observed spectra. The effec-
tive temperature and gravity found by Dreiling & Bell
(1980) and Bell & Dreiling (1981) were used to inde-
pendently determine the metallicity and microturbu-
lent velocity.
16. Boyarchuk & Lyubimkov (1983) have used published
high-dispersion spectroscopic data in order to analyse
Canopus. The effective temperature and gravity are de-
termined by using the Balmer lines Hγ and Hδ, the en-
ergy distribution in the continuum and the ionisation
equilibrium for V, Cr and Fe. Using the Fe I lines yields
a microturbulence of 4.5 km s−1, while a microturbu-
lence of 6.0 km s−1 was derived from the Ti II, Fe II and
Cr II lines. At that moment, Boyarchuk and Lyubimkov
could not explain this phenomenon, but later on, in
1983, Boyarchuk and Lyubimkov could explain this as
being due to non-LTE effects.
17. Lyubimkov & Boyarchuk (1984) have used the model
found by Boyarchuk & Lyubimkov (1983) to determine
the abundances of 21 elements in the atmosphere of
Canopus. The microturbulence derived from the Fe I
lines was used. By comparison with evolutionary calcu-
lations, the mass, radius, luminosity, and age are found.
It is demonstrated that the extension of the atmosphere
is small compared to the radius.
18. Luck & Lambert (1985) have acquired data for
Canopus with the ESO Coude´ auxiliary telescope and
Reticon equipped echelle spectrograph, with a resolu-
tion of 0.05 A˚. The equivalent widths were determined
by direct integration of the line profiles. Both pho-
tometry and a spectroscopic analysis are used for the
determination of the atmospheric parameters. Broad-
(UBV RIJK) and narrow-(uvby) band photometry
were available for Canopus. Using different colour-
temperature relations, Teff and log g were determined
in different ways. The uncertainties in these (photo-
metric) values are estimated to be ±50K in Teff and
±0.2 dex in log g. Spectroscopic estimates of Teff , log
g and ξt are proceeded using the classical require-
ments: (1) Teff is set by requiring that the individ-
ual abundances from the Fe I lines are independent
of the lower excitation potential; (2) the requirement
that the individual abundances of the Fe I lines show
no dependence on line strength provides ξt; (3) log g
is determined by forcing the Fe I and Fe II lines to
give the same abundance. The formal uncertainties in
spectroscopic parameter determinations are typically
±200K in Teff , ±0.3 dex in log g and ±0.5 km s
−1 in ξt.
Although various attempts have been performed, the
scatter on the iron abundance determined from the Fe I
lines remained quite high (0.26 dex). The photomet-
ric values of Teff range from 7320 to 7900K, with the
spectroscopic value being 7500K. From the (b − y/c1)
colour, a surface gravity of 1.80 is ascertained, while
the spectroscopic determination yields a value of 1.50.
Finally, the abundances for C, N, and O have been
determined by spectrum synthesis using the spectro-
scopic atmospheric values, with the N abundance being
computed from a non-LTE analysis. They quoted that
the N-abundance of Desikachary & Hearnshaw (1982)
is rather uncertain due to their LTE analysis and the
use of blended or very weak lines. Although Luck &
Lambert (1985) have performed a non-LTE analysis
to determine to ε(N), they do not have taken NLTE-
effects into account in the determination of the spec-
troscopic atmospheric parameters.
19. Moon (1985) has found a linear relation between the
visual surface brightness parameter Fν and the (b−y)0
colour index of ubvyβ photometry for spectral types
later than G0. Using this relation, tables of intrinsic
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colours and indices, absolute magnitude and stellar ra-
dius are given for the ZAMS and luminosity classes Ia
- V over a wide range of spectral types.
20. From empirically calibrated uvbyβ grids, Moon &
Dworetsky (1985) have determined the effective tem-
perature and surface gravity of a sample of stars. The
authors divided the temperature range into three re-
gion (Teff ≤ 8500K, Teff ≥ 11000K and the region
in between these two temperature values) and have
given for every region one grid. Comparison with fun-
damental measurements of Teff and log g (Code et al.
1976) shows an excellent agreement, while Balona’s for-
mula (Balona 1984) for B stars gives values with a
mean difference of 110±360K for the temperature and
0.22± 0.15dex for the gravity. A program for the anal-
ysis of photometric data based on these grids has been
presented by Moon & Dworetsky (1985). Napiwotzki
et al. (1993) quoted however that they have noted dis-
crepancies between the values of Teff and log g derived
from the published grid and the values derived from
the polynomial fits used in the program of Moon &
Dworetsky (1985). Therefore Napiwotzki et al. (1993)
have completely rewritten this program.
21. Using the absolute parallax and the observed apparent
magnitudes, Demarque et al. (1986) have calculated the
absolute magnitudes and masses for the components of
α Cen A and α Cen B.
22. Based on high-dispersion spectra covering the wave-
length range 3050 – 6850 A˚, a model-atmosphere anal-
ysis of the Fe I/Fe II spectrum of Vega has been car-
ried out by Gigas (1986) taking into account depar-
tures from LTE. The parameters Teff= 9500K and
log g = 3.9 derived by Lane & Lester (1984) have been
adopted. The microturbulence has been derived in the
usual way by varying ξt until all iron lines yielded (al-
most) the same metal abundance independent of the
equivalent width. After various test calculations it has
been found that the best fit is given by a microturbu-
lent velocity decreasing with optical depth.
23. Lester et al. (1986) have performed a calibration of the
effective temperature and gravity using the Stro¨mgren
ubvyβ indices based on the line-blanketed LTE stel-
lar atmospheres from Kurucz (1979). The indices have
been placed on the standard systems using the ul-
traviolet and visual energy distributions of the sec-
ondary spectrophotometric standards. For these stan-
dard stars, the effective temperature and surface grav-
ity have been determined by finding the model atmo-
sphere which best matched the observed visual and ul-
traviolet energy distribution. They have shown that the
common practice of using a single standard star to ef-
fect the transformation of the computed indices to the
standard system produces systematic errors.
24. From a limited set of high-quality data, Smith &
Lambert (1986) have determined the physical param-
eters of α Cen A and α Cen B. Therefore a conven-
tional analysis based on LTE model atmospheres de-
rived from the Holweger-Mu¨ller solar atmosphere has
been used. From the data they have constructed a series
of logarithmic abundance against effective temperature
diagrams, each diagram corresponding to fixed values
of microturbulence and surface gravity. The region or
‘neck’ where these lines converge indicates the values
of the effective temperature and the metallicity.
25. Soderblom (1986) has compared high-resolution and
high signal-to-noise observations of Hα in the Sun, α
Cen A and α Cen B to models in order to derive tem-
peratures. These temperatures were then used to calcu-
late the radii of these stars from the luminosity values
given by Flannery & Ayres (1978).
26. di Benedetto & Rabbia (1987) used Michelson in-
terferometry by the two-telescope baseline located at
CERGA. Combining this angular diameter with the
bolometric flux Fbol (resulting from a directed inte-
gration using the trapezoidal rule over the flux distri-
bution curves, after taking interstellar absorption into
account) they found the effective temperature, which
was in good agreement with results obtained from the
lunar occultation technique. di Benedetto (1998) cal-
ibrated the surface brightness-colour correlation us-
ing a set of high-precision angular diameters mea-
sured by modern interferometric techniques. The stellar
sizes predicted by this correlation were then combined
with bolometric-flux measurements, in order to deter-
mine one-dimensional (T, V −K) temperature scales of
dwarfs and giants. Both measured and predicted values
for the angular diameter are listed.
27. Abia et al. (1988) have obtained high-resolution, high
signal-to-noise spectra of 23 disk stars. Values for the
effective temperature were derived from photometric
indices (b − y) and (R − I). The mean of these val-
ues, given by these two photometric indices, was used
as effective temperature. For α Cen A, the value given
by Soderblom (1986) was used. The log g values were
derived from the (b− y) and c1 indices. A microturbu-
lence parameter of 1.5 km s−1 was adopted for all the
stars for which the value was not found in the litera-
ture. Two parallel approaches were used to determine
the abundances: method (a) in which the equivalent
width of lines were fitted to curves of growth derived
from the model atmosphere adopted for each star, and
method (b) in which the synthetic spectra were fitted to
the observed lines by interactive fitting using a high-
resolution graphics terminal. In no case did the two
methods disagree by more than 0.03dex in the derived
abundances.
28. Edvardsson (1988)determined logarithmic surface
gravities from the analysis of pressure broadened wings
of strong metal lines. Comparisons with trigonomet-
rically determined surface gravities give support to
the spectroscopic results. Surface gravities determined
from the ionisation equilibria of Fe and Si are found
to be systematically lower than the strong line grav-
ities, which may be an effect of errors in the model
atmospheres, or departures from LTE in the ionisation
equilibria. When the effective temperature of α Cen A
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derived by Smith et al. (1986) would be used, instead
of the used 5750K, the deduced gravity should only
change by an amount ≤ +0.04dex.
29. Fracassini et al. (1988) have made a catalogue of stellar
apparent diameters and/or absolute radii, listing 12055
diameters for 7255 stars. Only the most extreme values
are listed. References and remarks to the different val-
ues of the angular diameter and radius may be found in
this catalogue. Also here these angular diameter values
are given in italic mode when determined from direct
methods and in normal mode for indirect (spectropho-
tometric) determinations.
30. Russell & Bessell (1989) have derived initial esti-
mates for the physical parameters of their programme
stars from photometry in the medium-bandwidth ubvy
Stro¨mgren system. For Canopus the physical parame-
ters derived by Boyarchuk & Lyubimkov (1983) were
then used (Teff= 7400K, log g = 1.9) to derive the
abundances from spectroscopic observations made with
the 1.88m telescope in Canberra. Therefore the analysis
programWIDTH6 — a derivative of Kurucz’s ATLAS5
code (Kurucz 1970), using the classical assumptions
of LTE, hydrostatic equilibrium and a plane-parallel
atmosphere — was used. The mass was derived from
evolutionary models and the absolute visual magnitude
has been determined from the observed, visual magni-
tude, the visual interstellar extinction and the distance
modulus. Using the bolometric corrections, the bolo-
metric magnitude has been determined, which then
yields, in conjunction with the effective temperature,
the radius of the star.
31. Sadakane & Ueta (1989) have analysed the high-
resolution spectral atlas of Sirius published by Kurucz
& Furenlid (1979). Using as effective temperature
Teff= 10000K and surface gravity log g = 4.30 the
abundances of 19 ions were determined by use of the
WIDTH6 program of Kurucz. By requiring that the
abundance is independent of the equivalent width, the
microturbulence was obtained.
32. Spite et al. (1989) have used an ESO-CES spectrograph
spectrum of Canopus. The temperature was adopted
from Luck & Lambert (1985). The surface gravity was
determined by forcing the Fe I and the Fe II lines to
yield the same abundance. The microturbulence was
derived from the Fe I lines and was assumed to apply
to all species. Using these parameters the metallicity
was ascertained.
33. Volk & Cohen (1989) determined the effective temper-
ature directly from the literature values of angular-
diameter measurements and total-flux observations
(also from literature). The distance was taken from
the Catalog of Nearby Stars (Gliese 1969) or from the
Bright Star Catalogue (Hoffleit & Jaschek 1982).
34. An elemental abundance analysis of Vega has been
performed by Adelman & Gulliver (1990) using high
signal-to-noise 2.4 A˚mm−1 Reticon observations of the
region λλ4313 – 4809. The effective temperature and
surface gravity were adopted from Kurucz (1979). The
program WIDTH6 of Kurucz (1993) was used to de-
duce the abundances of metal lines from the measured
equivalent widths and adopted model atmospheres.
The adopted value for the microturbulence is the mean
of all the Fe I and Fe II values.
35. Furenlid & Meylan (1990) have used high-dispersion
Reticon spectra to perform a differential analysis be-
tween the Sun and α Cen. The model atmosphere anal-
ysis was carried out using the WIDTH6 program by
Kurucz. The program was used in an iterative mode,
where abundances, effective temperature, surface grav-
ity and microturbulence are treated as free param-
eters, and the measured equivalent-width values to-
gether with the appropriate atomic constants are the
fixed input parameters. Four specific criteria define a
consistent solution: the derived abundances must be in-
dependent of (1) the excitation potential of the lines;
(2) the equivalent-width values of the lines; (3) the op-
tical depth of formation of the lines; and (4) the level
of ionisation of elements with lines in more than one
stage of ionisation.
36. Based on high-resolution Reticon spectra Lemke (1990)
has derived abundances of C, Si, Ca, Sr, and Ba for
16 sharp lined, main sequence A stars. Stro¨mgren
photometry was converted into effective temperature
and gravity by means of the calibration of Moon &
Dworetsky (1985). From these parameters, model at-
mospheres were computed with the ATLAS6 code of
Kurucz. Equivalent widths were measured by direct in-
tegration of the data. A program computed the quan-
tity log gfε in such a way that computed and observed
equivalent widths agree. Optionally, NLTE departure
coefficients for calcium and barium could be taken into
account.
37. Malagnini & Morossi (1990) have used spectrophoto-
metric data (in the wavelength range from 3200 A˚ to
10000 A˚) and trigonometric parallaxes to determine the
stellar parameters. Using the Kurucz (1979) models,
they have performed a fitting procedure which per-
mits to obtain, simultaneously, accurate estimates not
only of the effective temperature and apparent angu-
lar diameter, but also for the E(B − V ) excess for Teff
> 9000K. From the angular diameter and the parallax,
the stellar radius is computed and so the luminosity is
determined. To derive the mass and the surface grav-
ity, they have compared the stellar position in the H-R
diagram with theoretical evolutionary tracks. An un-
certainty of 0.15dex is derived for log g. By taking into
account contributions from different sources to the to-
tal error, the average uncertainty affecting the stellar
effective temperature, radius, and luminosity is on the
order of 2%, 16% and, 35% respectively.
38. McWilliam (1990) based his results on high-resolution
spectroscopic observations with resolving power 40000.
The effective temperature was determined from empir-
ical and semi-empirical results found in the literature
and from broad-band Johnson colours. The gravity was
ascertained by using the well-known relation between g,
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Teff , the mass M and the luminosity L, where the mass
was determined by locating the stars on theoretical evo-
lutionary tracks. So, the computed gravity is fairly in-
sensitive to errors in the adopted L. High-excitation
iron lines were used for the metallicity [Fe/H], in order
that the results are less spoiled by non-LTE effects.
The author refrained from determining the gravity in a
spectroscopic way (i.e. by requiring that the abundance
of neutral and ionised species yields the same abun-
dance) because ‘A gravity adopted by demanding that
neutral and ionised lines give the same abundance, is
known to yield temperatures which are ∼ 200K higher
than found by other methods. This difference is thought
to be due to non-LTE effects in Fe I lines.’. By requir-
ing that the derived iron abundance, relative to the
standard 72 Cyg, were independent of the equivalent
width of the iron lines, the microturbulent velocity ξt
was found.
39. Venn & Lambert (1990)have determined the chemi-
cal composition of three λ Bootis stars and the “nor-
mal” A star Vega. Equivalent widths derived from the
spectra — obtained using the Reticon camera at the
coude´ focus of the 2.7m telescope at the McDonald
Observatory— were converted to abundances using the
program WIDTH6 (Kurucz 1993). The effective tem-
perature and gravity found from a detailed study by
Dreiling & Bell (1980) have been adopted. For the mi-
croturbulent velocity, they used the value of 2 km s−1
of Lambert et al. (1982).
40. Achmad et al. (1991) used several sets of equivalent
widths available in the literature. More than 2000 lines
are then used in a least-square iterative routine in
which Teff , log g, ξt and [Fe/H] are determined simulta-
neously. The results are compared with those of other
authors. No significant variation of ξt with depth is
found.
41. Chmielewski et al. (1992) have used Reticon spectro-
grams of α Cen A and α Cen B to determine their
stellar parameters. Like demonstrated by Cayrel et al.
(1985) the wings of the hydrogen Hα line profile can be
used to provide the effective temperature relative to the
sun. Using the mass found by Demarque et al. (1986),
the gravity was calculated from the effective tempera-
ture, the mass, the visual magnitude and the bolomet-
ric correction. A microturbulent velocity parameter of
1 km s−1 was adopted. Using a curve of growth the iron
and nickel abundances were determined.
42. Engelke (1992) has derived a two-parameter analyti-
cal expression approximating the long-wavelength (2 –
60µm) infrared continuum of stellar calibration stan-
dards. This generalised result is written in the form of
a Planck function with a brightness temperature that
is a function of both observing wavelength and effec-
tive temperature. This function is then fitted to the
best empirical flux data available, providing thus the
effective temperature and the angular diameter.
43. Pottasch et al. (1992) reported on the detection of
solar-like p-modes of oscillation with a period near 5
minutes on α Cen. Using this result, the radius is de-
rived, which gives, in conjunction with the effective
temperature, the stellar luminosity.
44. Hill & Landstreet (1993) have used spectra ob-
tained with the coude´ spectrograph of the Dominion
Astrophysical Observatory 1.2m telescope. The param-
eters for the model atmospheres for the spectrum syn-
thesis were chosen using uvbyHβ photometry. As er-
ror bars on these atmospheric parameters the values as
derived by Lemke (1990) were taken. The model atmo-
spheres were then obtained by interpolating in Teff and
log g within the grid of plane-parallel, line-blanketed,
LTE model atmospheres published by Kurucz (1979).
These atmospheres assume a depth-independent micro-
turbulence of 2 km s−1 and a solar composition. The
spectrum synthesis is performed by a new program,
which searches for the values of the microturbulence,
the radial velocity, v sin i, and selected abundances by
minimising the mean square difference between the ob-
served and synthetic spectrum.
45. Napiwotzki et al. (1993) have performed a critical
examination of the determination of stellar tempera-
tures and surface gravity by means of the Stro¨mgren
uvbyβ photometric system in the region of main-
sequence stars. In particular, the calibrations of Moon
& Dworetsky (1985), Lester et al. (1986) and Balona
(1984) are discussed. For the selection of temperature
standards, only those stars were included for which an
integrated-flux temperature was available. The temper-
atures had to be based on measurements of the ab-
solute integrated flux which include both the visual
and ultraviolet region. The angular diameter had to
be determined by using the V magnitude or by us-
ing the method proposed by Malagnini et al. (1986),
who fitted model spectra to observed spectra by vary-
ing Teff , log g and θd. Results from the IRFM method
were excluded due to systematic errors which seem to
destroy the reliability of the results obtained by the
IRFM method. Napiwotzki et al. (1993) quoted that
the resulting IRFM temperatures are too low by 1.6 –
2.8%, corresponding to angular diameters which are
too large by 3.5 – 5.9%. In the tables with litera-
ture values for β Leo and Vega the mean value of the
quoted integrate-flux temperatures is listed. The pho-
tometric temperature values are then checked against
the integrate-flux temperature values. For the grav-
ity calibration, the authors have determined the sur-
face gravity by fitting theoretical profiles of hydrogen
Balmer lines (Kurucz 1979) to the observations. These
spectroscopic gravities were then compared with grav-
ities derived from photometric calibrations. From their
results, they recommended the Moon and Dworetsky
calibration, if corrected for gravity deviation. The fi-
nal statistical error of the temperature determination
ranges from 2.5% for stars with Teff ≤ 11000K up to
4% for Teff ≥ 20000K, while the accuracy for the grav-
ity determinations ranges from ∼ 0.10 dex for early A
stars to ∼ 0.25 dex for hot B stars.
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46. Popper (1993) has determined the masses of G – K
main-sequence stars by observations of detached eclips-
ing binaries of short period with the CCD-echelle spec-
trometer. A mass of 1.14M⊙ was found for α Cen A,
which results in a gravity of log g = 4.3 when a radius-
value found in the literature is used.
47. Smalley & Dworetsky (1993) have presented a detailed
investigation into the methods of determining the at-
mospheric parameters of stars in the spectral range A3
– F5. A comparison is made between atmospheric pa-
rameters derived from Stro¨mgren uvbyβ photometry,
from spectrophotometry, and from Balmer line profiles.
The photometric results found by Relyea & Kurucz
(1978), Moon & Dworetsky (1985), Lester et al. (1986),
and Kurucz (1991) are confronted with each other. All
the various photometric calibrations give generally the
same Teff and log g to within ±200K and ±0.2dex re-
spectively. The model m0 colours (which are sensitive
to the metal abundance) do however not adequately re-
produce the observed values due to inadequacies in the
opacities of the Kurucz (1979) models. Another reason
for poorer results of any of the existing grids of model
atmospheres to reproducem0 is the fact that this index
is also quite sensitive to the onset of convection which
affects any prediction of m0 for stars later than about
A5. Experiments with different treatments of convec-
tion point towards convection as the remaining major
source of uncertainty for the determination of funda-
mental parameters from photometric calibrations us-
ing model atmospheres in this temperature region of
the HR diagram (Smalley & Kupka 1997).
By fitting optical and ultraviolet spectrophotometric
fluxes, the authors have derived the values of Teff and
log g. These spectroscopic values for Teff and log g, cor-
responding to two different metallicities, are the first
two values listed for β Leo. Using the new Kurucz
(1991) model fluxes instead of the Kurucz (1979) model
fluxes, yields Teff -values which differ by only ±100K,
but the gravity is higher by typically 0.2 – 0.3 dex. The
obtained spectrophotometric values for Teff and log g
are in good agreement with the results from the uvbyβ
photometry, but are systematically lower than the spec-
trophotometric Teff and log g given by Lane & Lester
(1984). The reason for this discrepancy was found to
be an insufficient allowance for the metal abundance
by Lane & Lester (1984). A third method was based
on medium-resolution spectra of Hβ and Hγ line pro-
files in order to obtain the Teff for the 52 A and F stars.
These results for two different metallicities are the last
two values listed for β Leo. These results are in good
agreement with the photometric Teff and log g values.
The authors have concluded that the values of Teff and
log g determined from photometry are extremely reli-
able and not significantly affected by the metallicity.
48. The abundances of five iron-peak elements (chromium
through nickel) are derived by Smith & Dworetsky
(1993) by spectrum-synthesis analysis of co-added
high-resolution IUE spectra. The effective tempera-
ture and gravity were derived from calibrations of
Stro¨mgren and Geneva photometric systems based
on spectroscopically normal stars and solar-metallicity
model atmospheres. Further constraints on the ef-
fective temperature and surface gravity of the pro-
gramme stars were obtained by fitting the predictions
of Kurucz (1979) solar-metallicity model atmospheres
to de-reddened spectrophotometric scans and Hγ pro-
files of the programme stars taken primarily from the
literature. The adopted atmospheric parameters are
mean values from the photometric and ‘best-fit’ spec-
troscopic analyses. The microturbulence parameter was
taken from fine analyses of visual-region spectra in the
literature. Elemental abundances were then determined
by interactively fitting the observations with LTE syn-
thetic spectra computed using the Kurucz (1979) mod-
els.
49. Castelli & Kurucz (1994) have compared blanketed
LTE models for Vega computed both with the opacity
distribution function method and the opacity-sampling
method. The stellar parameters (Teff , log g and [Fe/H])
were fixed by comparing the observed ultraviolet, vi-
sual, and near infrared flux with the computed one and
by comparing observed and computed Balmer profiles.
A microturbulent velocity of 2 km s−1 was assumed.
The model parameters for Vega depend on the amount
of reddening and on the helium abundance.
50. The effective temperature, surface gravity and mass of
Harris & Lambert (1984) were used by El Eid (1994).
He noted a correlation between the 16O/17O ratio and
the stellar mass and the 12C/13C ratio and the stellar
mass for evolved stars. Using this ratio in conjunction
with evolutionary tracks, El Eid has determined the
mass.
51. Gadun (1994) has used model parameters and equiva-
lent widths of Fe I and Fe II lines for α Cen, α Boo, and
α Car found in literature. It turned out that the Fe I
lines were very sensitive to the temperature structure of
the model and that iron was over-ionised relative to the
LTE approximation due to the near-ultraviolet excess
Jν−Bν . Since the concentration of the Fe II ions is sig-
nificantly higher than the concentration of the neutral
iron atoms, the iron abundance was finally determined
using these Fe II lines. It is demonstrated that there is
a significant difference in behaviour of ξt from the Fe I
lines for solar-type stars, giants, and supergiants. The
microturbulent velocity decreases in the upper photo-
spheric layers of solar-type stars, in the photosphere of
giants (like Arcturus) ξt has the tendency to increase
and in Canopus, a supergiant, a drastic growth of ξt is
seen. This is due to the combined effect of convective
motions and waves which form the base of the small-
scale velocity field. The velocity of convective motions
decreases in the photospheric layers of dwarfs and gi-
ants, while the velocity of waves increases due to the
decreasing density. In solar-type stars the convective
motion penetrates in the line-forming region, while the
behaviour of ξt in Canopus may be explained by the
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influence of gravity waves. The characteristics of the
microturbulence determined from the Fe II lines dif-
fer from that found with Fe I lines. These results can
be explained by 3D numerical modelling of the convec-
tive motions in stellar atmospheres, where it is shown
that the effect of the lower gravity is noticeable in the
growth of horizontal velocities above the stellar ‘sur-
face’ (in the region of Fe I line formation). But in the
Fe II line-forming layers the velocity fields are approxi-
mately equal in 3D model atmospheres with a different
surface gravity and same Teff . Both values for ξt de-
rived from the Fe I and Fe II lines are listed. If the
microturbulence varies, the values of ξt are given going
outward in the photosphere.
52. Hill et al. (1995) have taken the equivalent widths for
Canopus from Desikachary & Hearnshaw (1982), Luck
& Lambert (1985) and Spite et al. (1989). As a first ap-
proach, the effective temperature was estimated from
a (B−V )-Teff calibration. This first guess for the tem-
perature was checked, when possible, by fitting the ob-
served and computed profiles of the Hα wings. The
final Teff -values were determined by requiring the Fe I
abundances to be independent of the excitation poten-
tial of the lines. The formal uncertainty in this deter-
mination is about ±200K. The surface gravity was ad-
justed to obtain the same iron abundance from weak
Fe I and Fe II lines. This gives a maximum uncertainty
of 0.3 dex on the gravity. The microturbulent velocity
was determined by requiring the abundances derived
from the Fe I lines to be independent of the line’s equiv-
alent width. The uncertainty on ξt is of the order of
0.5 km s−1. By varying these three stellar parameters,
it was seen that no dramatic changes appear upon grav-
ity and microturbulence variation. Significant changes
in [Fe/H] values take place as a result of temperature
variation, but the relative elemental abundances are
changed negligibly. The error in abundances is of the
order of ±0.1dex to ±0.2 dex, but the error in abun-
dances relative to iron only ranges from ±0.01dex to
±0.1 dex, depending on the element. The errors listed
in Table 3 for α Car are the intrinsic errors. Taking
into account the overionisation due to NLTE-effects,
yields for a star with similar atmospheric parameters
the same temperature, but an increase in gravity and
ξt. Model atmospheres were interpolated in a grid using
the MARCS-code of Gustafsson et al. (1975).
53. Holweger & Rentzsch-Holm (1995) have included β Leo
in their sample of normal main-sequence B9.5 – A6
stars whose infrared excess indicates the presence of
a circumstellar dust disk. Using published Stro¨mgren
photometry and the calibration of Napiwotzki et al.
(1993) the temperature and surface gravity was de-
termined. The error-bars are the ones quoted by
Napiwotzki et al. (1993).
54. Smalley & Dworetsky (1995) have presented an inves-
tigation into the determination of fundamental values
of Teff and log g. Using angular diameters of Brown
et al. (1974) and ultraviolet and optical fluxes, the ef-
fective temperature was derived. For stars in eclipsing
and visual binary systems, fundamental values for the
gravity were listed. For stars with Teff > 8500K, fits
were also made to the Hβ profiles to determine log
g. The Stro¨mgren-Crawford uvbyβ photometric system
provided a quick and efficient mean of estimating the
atmospheric parameters of B, A, and F stars. Therefore
several model atmosphere calibrations were available.
55. Sokolov (1995) has used the slope of the Balmer con-
tinuum between 3200 A˚ and 3600 A˚ in order to deter-
mine the effective temperature of B, A, and F main-
sequence stars. Therefore, stars were selected from two
catalogues of low-resolution spectra, observed in the
wavelength region from 3100 A˚ to 7400 A˚ with a step
of 25 A˚. Based on a selection of temperature standards
found in different literature sources, the author has de-
termined the relationship between Teff and the slope
of the Balmer continuum. The effective temperatures
determined in that way are in good agreement with re-
sults found by other authors using different methods.
The statistical errors of the temperature determination
range from 4% for stars with Teff ≤ 10000K up to 10%
for stars with Teff ≥ 20000K.
56. Hui-Bon-Hoa et al. (1997) have investigated 11 A stars
in young open clusters and three field stars by means
of high-resolution spectroscopy. The effective tempera-
ture and surface gravity were determined by using the
uvbyβ photometry and the grids of Moon & Dworetsky
(1985). The model atmosphere is then interpolated in
the grids of Kurucz’ ATLAS9 models (Kurucz 1993).
The microturbulent velocity is obtained by the con-
straint that all the lines of a same element should yield
the same abundance.
57. Malagnini & Morossi (1997) have discussed the uncer-
tainties affecting the determinations of effective tem-
perature and apparent angular diameters based on the
flux fitting method. Therefore they have analysed the
influence of the indetermination of some fixed sec-
ondary parameters (i.e. surface gravity, overall metal-
licity and interstellar reddening) on the estimates of
the fitted parameters Teff and θd. A database of visual
spectrophotometric data together with a grid of theo-
retical models of Kurucz (1993) is used. By varying the
fixed parameters, being log g, [M/H] and E(B−V ), by
±0.5, ±0.5dex and ±0.02mag respectively, the uncer-
tainties in the determinations of Teff and θd are found
to be of the order of 2% (median values) spanning
ranges 0.6 – 5.3% and 1 – 9% respectively. The au-
thors concluded that these uncertainties must be taken
into account by those scientists who use the effective
temperatures, based on the flux fitting method, in their
analysis of high-resolution spectra in order to avoid sys-
tematic errors in their results on chemical abundances
of individual elements.
58. Neuforge-Verheecke & Magain (1997) have performed a
detailed spectroscopic analysis of the two components
of the binary system α Centauri on the basis of high-
resolution and high signal-to-noise spectra. The tem-
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peratures of the stars have been determined from the
Fe I excitation equilibrium and checked from the Hα
line wings. In each star, the microturbulent velocity, ξt,
is determined so that the abundances derived from the
Fe I lines are independent of their equivalent widths
and the surface gravity is ascertained by forcing the
Fe II lines to indicate the same abundance as the Fe I
lines. The abundances are adjusted until the calculated
equivalent width of a line is equal to the observed one.
59. Rentzsch-Holm (1997) has determined nitrogen and
sulphur abundances in 15 sharp-lined ‘normal’ main
sequence A stars from high-resolution spectra ob-
tained with the Coude´ spectrograph (CES) of the ESO
1.4m telescope. Stellar parameters were adopted from
Lemke (1990). Using the ATLAS9 model atmospheres
of Kurucz (1993), detailed non-LTE calculations are
performed for each model atmosphere.
60. di Benedetto (1998) calibrated the surface brightness-
colour correlation using a set of high-precision an-
gular diameters measured by modern interferometric
techniques. The stellar sizes predicted by this corre-
lation were then combined with bolometric-flux mea-
surements, in order to determine one-dimensional (T ,
V −K) temperature scales of dwarfs and giants. Both
measured and predicted values for the angular diame-
ter are listed.
61. Using Strømgren photometry, Gardiner et al. (1999)
estimated β Leo to be slightly overabundant, [Fe/H] =
+0.2 dex. From their research, one may conclude that
the determination of the effective temperature and
gravity for β Leo from Balmer line profiles (as done
by Smalley & Dworetsky 1995) seems to be rather un-
certain, since β Leo is located close to the maximum
of the Balmer line width as a function of the effective
temperature and the Balmer lines are very sensitive to
log g in this region.
62. Instead of disjoint determinations of the visual or-
bit, the mass ratio and the parallax, Pourbaix et al.
(1999) have undertaken a simultaneous adjustment of
all visual and spectroscopic observations for α Cen.
This yielded for the first time an agreement between
the astrometric and spectroscopic mass ratio. The or-
bital parallax differs from all previous estimates, the
Hipparcos one being the closest to their value.
63. Near-infrared (2.2µm) long baseline interferometric ob-
servations of Vega are presented by Ciardi et al. (2001).
The stellar disk of the star has been resolved and the
limb-darkened stellar diameter and the effective tem-
perature are derived. The derived value for the angu-
lar diameter agrees well with the value determined by
Brown et al. (1974), θd= 3.24± 0.07mas.
64. On the basis of high-resolution echelle spectra ob-
tained with the Coude´ Echelle Spectrograph attached
to the 2.16m telescope at the Beijing Astronomical
Observatory Qiu et al. (2001) have performed an el-
emental abundance analysis of Sirius and Vega. For
the effective temperature, they adopted the values ob-
tained by Moon & Dworetsky (1985) based on uvbyβ
photometry. The empirical method to determine the
surface gravity by requiring that Fe I and Fe II give
the same abundance has been employed. The microtur-
bulence has been derived in the usual way by requir-
ing that all the iron lines yield the same abundance
independent of the line strength. Usually, they have
taken the initial model metallicity from previous pub-
lished analyses. They then have iterated the whole pro-
cedure to give the convergence value to be the model
overall metallicity. Model atmospheres generated by te
ATLAS9 code (Kurucz 1993) were used in the abun-
dance analysis. The resulting abundance pattern was
then compared with other published values.
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Abstract. Vega, Sirius, β Leo, α Car and α Cen A belong to a sample of twenty stellar sources used for the
calibration of the detectors of the Short-Wavelength Spectrometer on board the Infrared Space Observatory
(ISO-SWS). While general problems with the calibration and with the theoretical modelling of these stars are
reported in Decin et al. (2002), each of these stars is discussed individually in this paper. As demonstrated in Decin
et al. (2002), it is not possible to deduce the effective temperature, the gravity and the chemical composition from
the ISO-SWS spectra of these stars. But since ISO-SWS is absolutely calibrated, the angular diameter (θd) of
these stellar sources can be deduced from their ISO-SWS spectra, which consequently yields the stellar radius (R),
the gravity-inferred mass (Mg) and the luminosity (L) for these stars. For Vega, we obtained θd= 3.35± 0.20mas,
R= 2.79 ± 0.17R⊙, Mg = 2.54 ± 1.21M⊙ and L= 61± 9L⊙; for Sirius θd= 6.17 ± 0.38mas, R= 1.75 ± 0.11 R⊙,
Mg = 2.22±1.06M⊙ and L= 29±6 L⊙; for β Leo θd= 1.47±0.09 mas, R= 1.75±0.11 R⊙, Mg = 1.78±0.46M⊙ and
L= 15± 2 L⊙; for α Car θd= 7.22± 0.42mas, R= 74.39± 5.76R⊙, Mg = 12.80
+24.95
−6.35 M⊙ and L= 14573± 2268 L⊙
and for α Cen A θd= 8.80±0.51 mas, R= 1.27±0.08 R⊙, Mg = 1.35±0.22M⊙ and L= 1.7±0.2 L⊙. These deduced
parameters are confronted with other published values and the goodness-of-fit between observed ISO-SWS data
and the corresponding synthetic spectrum is discussed.
Key words. Infrared: stars – Stars: atmospheres – Stars: fundamental parameters – Stars: individual: Vega, Sirius,
Denebola, Canopus, α Cen A
1. Introduction
In the first two papers of this series (Decin et al. 2000,
2002, hereafter referred to as Paper I and Paper II re-
spectively), a method is described to analyze a sample of
ISO-SWS spectra of standard stars in a consistent way. We
did not only concentrate on the possibility to extract reli-
able stellar parameters from the medium-resolution ISO-
SWS spectra, but have also demonstrated where problems
in the computation of synthetic spectra — based on the
MARCS and Turbospectrum code (Gustafsson et al. 1975;
Plez et al. 1992, 1993), version May 1998 — and in the cal-
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ibration of the ISO-SWS detectors destroy the goodness-
of-fit between observed and synthetic spectra (Paper II).
These general results were based on a sample of 5 warm
(Teff> Teff,⊙) and 11 cool stars. In this paper, we will
further analyse these 5 warm stars — α Cen A, β Leo,
α Car, Sirius and Vega — in order to extract relevant
astrophysical data.
After a description of the general problems for these
warm stars in Sect. 2 (as described in Paper II), we will
outline the method of analysis to deduce different stellar
parameters in Sect. 3 (based on the results of Paper I
and Paper II). In the different subsections of Sect. 3, each
star will be discussed individually. In order to assess the
observed accuracy, some specific calibration details will
be given. If available, different AOT01 observations1 (i.e.
a full SWS scan at reduced spectral resolution, with four
1 Each observation is determined uniquely by its observation
number (8 digits), in which the first three digits represent the
revolution number. The observing data can be calculated from
2 L. Decin et al.: ISO-SWS and modelling of cool stars
possible scan speeds) are compared with each other to
demonstrate the calibration precision of ISO-SWS. With
these remarks in mind, the synthetic spectrum based on
assumed and deduced parameters is confronted with the
ISO-SWS spectrum. Furthermore, we will discuss why we
have assumed certain parameters and we will confront the
deduced parameters from the ISO-SWS spectra with other
literature values.
The appendix of this article is published electronically.
Most of the grey-scale plots in the article are printed in
colour in the appendix, in order to better distuingish the
different spectra.
2. Summary of general discrepancies (Paper II)
For the warm stars in our sample, the origin of the gen-
eral discrepancies between the ISO-SWS and synthetic
spectra could be reduced to 1. inaccurate atomic oscil-
lator strengths in the infrared, 2. problematic computa-
tion of hydrogenic line broadening, 3. fringes at the end of
band 1D (3.02 – 3.52µm), 4. inaccurate Relative Spectral
Response Function (RSRF) at the beginning of band 1A
(2.38 – 2.60µm) and 5. memory effects in band 2 (4.08 –
12.00µm).
3. Stellar parameters
In Paper I of this series, a method was described to de-
termine stellar parameters from the band-1 data (2.38 –
4.08µm) of ISO-SWS spectra. This method was based on
the presence of different molecular absorbers in this wave-
length range, each having their own characteristic absorp-
tion pattern. Since the infrared absorption pattern of these
A0 – G2 stars is completely dominated by atoms (with
the exception of α Cen A, for which the CO first overtone
and fundamental bands are weakly visible) this method
of analysis could not be applied to these stars. Moreover,
it was demonstrated in Paper II that there are still quite
some problems with the oscillator strengths of infrared
atomic transitions. It was therefore impossible to deter-
mine the effective temperature (Teff), the gravity (log g),
the microturbulence (ξt), the metallicity ([Fe/H]) and the
abundance of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen for these warm
stars from their ISO-SWS spectra. In order to further ana-
lyze these spectra, we have performed a detailed literature
study to find accurate values for these stellar parameters.
Using these parameter values, synthetic spectra were com-
puted for each target. From the absolutely calibrated ISO-
SWS spectra, we then could deduce the angular diameter
(θd). The angular diameter together with the Hipparcos’
parallax (with the only exception of α Cen A for which a
more precise parallax by Pourbaix et al. (1999) is avail-
able) then yielded the stellar radius. Together with the
assumed gravity and effective temperature, the gravity-
inferred mass (Mg) and the stellar luminosity (L) are de-
rived.
the revolution number which is the number of days after 17
November 1995.
The resultant stellar parameters are summarised in
Table 1. The objects have been sorted by spectral type.
Since the error bars of certain assumed stellar parameters
were necessary for the propagation to the mean error of
other deduced parameters (see Eq. (18) in Paper I), the
error bars on all stellar parameters are given. The mean
error on the angular diameter is estimated from the intrin-
sic error, the absolute flux error (10%) and the error in the
assumed effective temperature (see Paper II). Whenever
σ(log g) ≥ 0.40, the lower and upper limit of the gravity-
inferred mass Mg are estimated as being 2/3 of the max-
imum error. In the subsequent subsections, each star will
be discussed individually. A short description of the meth-
ods and/or data used and on the parameters assumed and
deduced by the different authors quoted in next sections,
can be retrieved from http://www.ster.
kuleuven.ac.be/˜leen/artikels/ISO3/appendix.ps.
3.1. α Cen A: AOT01, speed 4, revolution 607
3.1.1. Some specific calibration details
Since α Cen A is component of a binary, one has to check
the flux contribution of the second component (HIC 71681,
K1 V). From the coordinates of the system in 1997, its
proper motion and the correction for the orbit, one obtains{
αA = 14h 39m 24.13s
δA = −60deg 49
′ 17.9′′{
αB = 14h 39m 22.73s
δB = −60deg 49
′ 30.4′′
This results in a difference in spacecraft coordinates of dy
= −12.1241′′ and dz = 10.9342′′. Taking the pointing jitter
into account (≤ 1.5′′), and the fact that the average dif-
ference between the G and K star in the wavelength range
from 1.6µm to 11.2µm is 0.91m (Cohen et al. 1996a), one
can calculate that the maximal flux contribution from the
K dwarf around 3µm is 6 Jy, which is negligible.
The factors, by which the data of the different sub-
bands are multiplied (see Table 3 in Paper II) show a
good agreement with the band-border ratios determined
by Feuchtgruber (1998). The only exception is band 2C,
but this is not so significant, due to the large scatter for
the band-border ratio between band 2B and band 2C (Fig.
6 in Feuchtgruber 1998) and the memory effects in band
2.
3.1.2. Comparison with other AOT01 observations
Alpha Cen A has also been observed during revolution 294
with the AOT01 speed-1 option. The pointing offsets were
dy = −0.797′′ and dz = −0.832′′. Also for this observation,
the contribution of the K main-sequence companion of α
Cen A is negligible. The data of both band 1B and band 1E
have been multiplied by a factor 1.01. The relative features
match quite well taking the uncertainties of the speed-1
observation into account. There is, however, a difference in
absolute flux level of 16% (Fig. 1). In revolution 294, the
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Table 1. Fundamental stellar parameters for the selected stars in the sample. The effective temperature Teff is given in K, the
logarithm of the gravity in c.g.s. units, the microturbulent velocity ξt in km s
−1, the angular diameter in mas, the parallax pi in
mas, the distance D in parsec, the radius R in R⊙, the gravity-inferred mass Mg in M⊙ and the luminosity L in L⊙.
α Lyr α CMa β Leo α Car α Cen A
Sp. Type A0 V A1 V A3 Vv F0 II G2 V
Teff 9650 ± 200 10150 ± 400 8630± 200 7350 ± 300 5830 ± 30
log g 3.95 ± 0.20 4.30 ± 0.20 4.20± 0.10 1.80± 0.50 4.35± 0.05
ξt 2.0 ± 0.5 2.0± 0.5 2.0 3.25± 0.25 1.0± 0.1
[Fe/H] −0.40 ± 0.30 0.50 ± 0.30 0.20 −0.24± 0.04 0.25± 0.02
ε(C) 8.42 ± 0.15 7.97 ± 0.15 8.76 8.41± 0.10 8.74± 0.05
ε(N) 8.00 ± 0.15 8.15 ± 0.15 8.25 8.68± 0.05 8.26± 0.09
ε(O) 8.74 ± 0.15 8.55 ± 0.12 9.13 8.91± 0.10 9.13± 0.06
θd 3.35 ± 0.20 6.17 ± 0.38 1.47± 0.09 7.22± 0.42 8.80± 0.51
pi 128.93 ± 0.55 379.21 ± 1.58 90.16 ± 0.89 10.43 ± 0.53 737.0 ± 2.6
D 7.76 ± 0.03 2.63 ± 0.01 11.09 ± 0.11 95.88 ± 4.87 1.36± 0.01
R 2.79 ± 0.17 1.75 ± 0.11 1.75± 0.11 74.39 ± 5.76 1.27± 0.08
Mg 2.54 ± 1.21 2.22 ± 1.06 1.78± 0.46 12.77
+24.95
−6.35 1.35± 0.22
L 61± 9 29± 6 15± 2 14573 ± 2268 1.7± 0.2
Fig. 1. Comparison between the AOT01 speed-4 observation
of α Cen A (revolution 607) and the speed-1 observation (rev-
olution 294). The data of the speed-1 observation have been
multiplied by a factor 1.16. A coloured version of this plot is
available in the Appendix as Fig. ??.
activation of the scientific measurements was started later
than usual because of the time allocated for the Delta-
V manoeuvre and the measurement of the superfluid He
mass. These two activities may have influenced the quality
of the speed-1 observation. As will be argued in a subse-
quent article in this series — where we will confront the
obtained synthetic spectra with the templates of Cohen
(Cohen et al. 1992b, 1995, 1996b; Witteborn et al. 1999)
— it is reasonable to assume that the absolute flux level of
the speed-4 observation is somewhat too high. Since the
absolute flux accuracy is quoted to be ∼ 10%, this 16%
flux-difference is still within the quoted error bar.
3.1.3. Comparison between the ISO-SWS spectrum
and the synthetic spectrum (Fig. 2)
Fig. 2. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of the ISO-
SWS data of α Cen A (black) and the synthetic spectrum
(grey) with stellar parameters Teff = 5830K, log g = 4.35, M
= 1.3M⊙, [Fe/H] = 0.25, ξt = 1.0 km s
−1, ε(C) = 8.74, ε(N)
= 8.26, ε(O) = 9.13 and θd = 8.80mas. A coloured version of
this plot is available in the Appendix as Fig. ??.
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As discussed in Paper II, it is quite difficult to pin
down the fundamental parameters of α Cen A from the
SWS-spectrum, due to the absence of molecular features.
Therefore, the parameters found by Neuforge-Verheecke &
Magain (1997) were used to calculate the corresponding
synthetic spectrum. Subsequently, the angular diameter,
radius, mass and luminosity were derived. This resulted
in the following parameters: Teff = 5830± 30K, log g =
4.35±0.05, ξt = 1.0±0.1km s
−1, [Fe/H] = 0.25±0.02, ε(C)
= 8.74± 0.05, ε(N) = 8.26± 0.09, ε(O) = 9.13± 0.06, pi =
737.0± 2.6mas, θd = 8.80± 0.51mas, R = 1.27± 0.08R⊙,
Mg = 1.35±0.22M⊙ and L = 1.7±0.2L⊙, with deviation
estimating parameters from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(see Paper I) being β1A = 0.043, β1B = 0.036, β1D = 0.063,
β1E = 0.024.
Looking to the relative contribution of the different
chemical species (see Fig. 3.1 in Decin 2000) and to
the Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS)
spectrum of the Sun (Geller 1992; Gunson et al. 1996),
it is obvious that the atoms dominate the infrared spec-
trum of α Cen A, although the CO fundamental and first-
overtone bands start arising around 4.4µm and 2.4µm
respectively. As described in Paper II, problems with in-
accurate oscillator strengths of the atomic lines in the in-
frared in the line list of Hirata & Horaguchi (1995) caused
quite some discrepancies between the ISO-SWS and syn-
thetic spectra. By using the identifications given by Geller
(1992) for the ATMOS solar spectrum, the strongest con-
tributors to the most prominent features were identified,
with the strongest lines originating from Fe, Al, Si and Mg
transitions (see, e.g., Fig. 5 in Paper II). The largest dif-
ference between the ISO-SWS spectrum of α Cen A and
the rebinned ATMOS spectrum of the Sun occurs around
2.4µm. As discussed in Paper II, the origin of this problem
is situated in the problematic RSRF of band 1A in this
wavelength region. The problems with the computation of
the Humphreys lines near the Humphreys ionisation edge
result in β1D being higher than the maximum acceptable
value for this sub-band as given in Table 3 in Paper I.
3.1.4. Comparison with other published stellar
parameters
– Assumed parameters:
It has to be noted that the fundamental stellar param-
eters (Teff , log g, ξt, [Fe/H], ε(C), ε(N), ε(O)), deter-
mined by several authors using different methods, are
in excellent agreement (see Table 2). Since the most up-
to-date spectroscopic analysis based on high-resolution
and high signal-to-noise spectra of α Cen A was per-
formed by Neuforge-Verheecke & Magain (1997), their
derived parameters were used as input parameters.
– Deduced parameters:
The angular diameter deduced from the AOT01 speed-
4 observation of α Cen A (revolution 607), is some-
what larger than the values obtained by other indi-
rect methods, but is still within the error bars of the
other values. The origin of the difference may be too
high a flux level of the ISO-SWS AOT01 speed-4 obser-
vation (see Sect. 3.1.2). As a consequence, the stellar
radius, gravity-inferred mass and luminosity are also
somewhat larger than the other values listed in Table
2. Different methods were used by different authors
to estimate the radius of α Cen A: using Teff and L
(e.g., Soderblom 1986; Furenlid & Meylan 1990), us-
ing θd and pi (e.g., Volk & Cohen 1989) or using the
p-mode oscillations found in α Cen A (e.g., Pottasch
et al. 1992). The same can be said for the luminos-
ity, where Flannery & Ayres (1978) have used different
broad-band systems and narrow-band photometric in-
dices to estimate the luminosity; Volk & Cohen (1989)
and Pottasch et al. (1992) have used the assumed Teff
and deduced R-values. The most quoted mass value for
α Cen A is the one deduced by Demarque et al. (1986)
(M = 1.085± 0.010M⊙). Pourbaix et al. (1999) found
for the first time an agreement between astrometric and
spectroscopic mass ratio. Their value for the mass (M
= 1.160±0.031M⊙) is in better agreement with a mass
estimated from the evolutionary tracks of Girardi et al.
(2000) (for Teff = 5830K and L = 1.7L⊙, we found M
= 1.02 ± 0.20M⊙) than our gravity-inferred mass of
1.30± 0.21M⊙.
3.2. α Car : AOT01, speed 4, revolution 729
3.2.1. Some specific calibration details
Only the band-1A flux had to be multiplied with a factor
larger than 1.02, although this is still smaller than the
mean band-border ratio between band 1A and band 1B
for that revolution (see Fig. 1 in Feuchtgruber, 1998).
3.2.2. Comparison between the ISO-SWS spectrum
and the synthetic spectrum (Fig. 3)
Using the stellar parameters Teff = 7350K, log g = 1.80, ξt
= 3.25km s−1, [Fe/H] = −0.24, ε(C) = 8.41, ε(N) = 8.68,
ε(O) = 8.91 (Desikachary & Hearnshaw 1982) and pi =
10.43±0.53mas results in θd = 7.22±0.42mas, R = 74.39±
5.76R⊙, Mg = 12.80
+24.95
−6.35 M⊙ and L = 14573± 2268L⊙
with deviation estimating parameters β1A = 0.091, β1B =
0.045, β1D = 0.091, β1E = 0.041.
Just as for α Cen A, the large β-values from the Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov test may be explained by the problematic
prediction of the atomic lines and especially the hydro-
gen lines (which dominate the spectral signature) and the
noise. The more pronounced discrepancy visible at the be-
ginning of band 1A is due to calibration problems (RSRF).
The lower gravity of α Car with respect to the other warm
stars is reflected in the smaller broadening of the hydro-
gen lines. Despite this lower gravity, all but one sub-band
are rejected by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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Table 2. Literature study of α Cen A, with the effective temperature Teff given in K, the mass M in M⊙, the microturbulent
velocity ξt in km/s, the angular diameter θd in mas, the luminosity L in L⊙ and the radius R in R⊙. Angular diameters
deduced from direct measurements (e.g from interferometry) are written in italic, while others (e.g. from spectrophotometric
comparisons) are written upright. Assumed or adopted values are given between parentheses. The results of this research are
mentioned in the last line. Only the error bars on the deduced parameters are given. A short description of the methods and/or
data used by the several authors can be retrieved from http://www.ster.kuleuven.ac.be/˜leen/artikels/ISO3/appendix.ps.
Teff log g M ξt [Fe/H] ε(C) ε(N) ε(O) θd L R Ref.
5800 8.62 ± 0.23 1.
5800 ± 100 1.11 ± 0.03 1.51 ± 0.06 2.
1.10 3.
5750 ± 30 4.38 ± 0.07 1.08 1.0 0.28 ± 0.15 4.
1.085 ± 0.010 5.
5820 ± 50 4.40 ± 0.05 1.54 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.04 6.
5770 ± 20 1.23 7.
(5770) 4.5 (1.0) 0.22 ± 0.15 8.
(5750) 4.42 ± 0.11 (1.5) (0.28) 9.
5700 ± 75 1.446 1.23 ± 0.03 10.
5710 ± 25 4.27 ± 0.20 (1.085) 1.0 ± 0.2 0.12 ± 0.06 8.77 ± 0.04 8.98 ± 0.06 1.26 11.
5834 ± 140 12.
5800 ± 20 4.31 ± 0.02 (1.085) (1.0) 0.22 ± 0.02 13.
5760 8.52 14.
5710 (1.085) 1.33 ± 0.11 1.17 ± 0.05 15.
4.3 1.4 16.
(5770) (4.29) 1.28 ± 0.05|1.17 ± 0.06 0.00 17a.
(5770) (4.29) 1.48-1.06 | 0.30 17b.
5830 ± 30 4.34 ± 0.05 (1.085) 1.09 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.02 8.74 ± 0.05 8.26 ± 0.09 9.13 ± 0.06 1.5 18.
1.160 ± 0.031 19.
(5830) (4.35) 1.35 ± 0.22 (1.0) (0.25) (8.74) (8.26) (9.13) 8.80 ± 0.51 1.7 ± 0.2 1.27 ± 0.08 20.
1. Blackwell & Shallis (1977); 2. Flannery & Ayres (1978); 3. Kamper & Wesselink (1978); 4. England (1980); 5. Demarque
et al. (1986); 6. Smith & Lambert (1986); 7. Soderblom (1986); 8. Abia et al. (1988); 9. Edvardsson (1988); 10. Volk & Cohen
(1989); 11. Furenlid & Meylan (1990); 12. McWilliam (1990); 13. Chmielewski et al. (1992); 14. Engelke (1992); 15. Pottasch
et al. (1992); 16. Popper (1993); 17. Gadun (1994); 18. Neuforge-Verheecke & Magain (1997); 19. Pourbaix et al. (1999); 20.
present results
Table 3. See caption of Table 2, but now for α Car.
Teff log g M ξt [Fe/H] ε(C) ε(N) ε(O) θd L R Ref.
6 .6 ± 0 .8 1.
7460 ± 460 (6 .6) 2.
7206 ± 173 7.08 ± 0.19 3.
7420 4.
7500 ± 200 1.85 ± 0.30 2.7 ± 1.0 0.35 ± 0.15 5.
7346 ± 150 6.81 ± 0.20 6.
7350 ± 300 1.80 ± 0.50 3.25 ± 0.25 −0.24 ± 0.04 8.41 ± 0.10 8.68 ± 0.05 8.91 ± 0.10 7.
7400 ± 150 1.9 ± 0.2 4.5|6.0 8.
(7400) (1.9) 8 ± 1.5 (4.5) −0.10 8.32 7500 53 9.
7320 – 7900 1.8 ± 0.2 3.0 10a.
7500 ± 200 1.5 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.5 −0.07 8.27 8.24 8.69 10b .
6 .6 ± 0 .8 11.
7260 ± 200 1.83 ± 0.30 12a.
(7400) (1.9) 7.94 4.5|5.7 −0.12 7.33 52.48 12b .
(7500) 1.2 3.0 +0.08 ± 0.10 13.
7460 ± 460 (1795) 25.5 ± 3.9 14.
7298 ± 150 15.
7500 ± 100 1.2 ± 0.2 8-9 2.8 ± 0.2 0.00 16.
(7500) (1.5) 12.6 17.
7350 1.80 8 1.99-4.27 | 2.40-5.44 −0.3 ± 0.11 53 18.
7500 ± 200 1.5 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.5 0.06 ± 0.15 8.41 ± 0.10 8.63 ± 0.2 19.
7520 ± 460 < 1.5 (6 .6) 20.
(7350) (1.80) 12.8+24.95
−6.35
(3.25) (−0.25) (8.41) (8.68) (8.91) 7.22 ± 0.42 14573 ± 2268 74.39 ± 5.76 21.
1. Brown et al. (1974); 2. Code et al. (1976); 3. Blackwell & Shallis (1977); 4. Linsky & Ayres (1978); 5. Luck (1979); 6. Blackwell
et al. (1980); 7. Desikachary & Hearnshaw (1982); 8. Boyarchuk & Lyubimkov (1983); 9. Lyubimkov & Boyarchuk (1984); 10.
Luck & Lambert (1985); 11. di Benedetto & Rabbia (1987); 12. Russell & Bessell (1989); 13. Spite et al. (1989); 14. Volk &
Cohen (1989); 15. McWilliam (1990); 16. Achmad et al. (1991); 17. El Eid (1994); 18. Gadun (1994); 19. Hill et al. (1995); 20.
Smalley & Dworetsky (1995); 21. present results
3.2.3. Comparison with other published stellar
parameters
– Assumed parameters:
From Table 3, it is clearly apparent that a gravity deter-
mined in a spectroscopic way (i.e. by requiring that the
abundance of neutral and ionised lines yield the same
abundance) is usually lower than a photometric grav-
ity (i.e. determined from photometric colours, or by
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Fig. 3. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of the ISO-
SWS data of α Car (black) and the synthetic spectrum (grey)
with stellar parameters Teff = 7350K, log g = 1.80, M =
12.8M⊙, [Fe/H] = −0.25, ξt = 3.25 km s
−1, ε(C) = 8.41, ε(N)
= 8.68, ε(O) = 8.91 and θd = 7.22mas. Hydrogen lines are
indicated by arrows. A coloured version of this plot is available
in the Appendix as Fig. ??.
using the well-known relation between g, Teff , M and
L, where the mass has been determined by locating the
stellar object on theoretical evolutionary tracks). It is
well known that the accuracy of spectroscopic determi-
nations of gravities from ionisation equilibria or molec-
ular equilibria for individual stars is not very good for
giants (cf., e.g., Trimble & Bell 1981; Brown et al. 1983;
Smith & Lambert 1985). Therefore, the values given by
Desikachary & Hearnshaw (1982) were adopted as at-
mospheric parameters for α Car.
– Deduced parameters:
The angular diameter derived from the ISO-SWS
data is larger than the two values based on the
InfraRed Flux Method (IRFM, Blackwell & Shallis
1977; Blackwell et al. 1980) in Table 3. Napiwotzki
et al. (1993) quoted that temperatures deduced by us-
ing the IRFM are too low by 1.6 – 2.8%, corresponding
to angular diameters which are too large by 3.5 – 5.9%.
When inspecting the other stars of the sample which
have been analysed by means of the IRFM, this trend
however is not visible. The reason for the discrepancy
in angular diameter may be the problematic determi-
nation of the continuum in the spectrum of a warm
star (Paper II). This larger angular diameter however
can not explain the difference in radius and luminos-
ity seen between our results and other literature val-
ues. Lyubimkov & Boyarchuk (1984) have estimated a
mass value of 8 ± 1.5M⊙ for α Car from the evolu-
tionary tracks of Becker (1981) in the log Teff - log g
plane. Also Russell & Bessell (1989) have determined
the mass from evolutionary tracks. Together with the
gravity mentioned by Boyarchuk & Lyubimkov (1983),
this results in the stellar radius of ∼ 53R⊙. Using
V − I = 0.44 (Johnson et al. 1966), the bolomet-
ric correction BCI from Bessell et al. (1998) and the
Hipparcos’ parallax, we obtain Mbol = −5.68± 0.12 (L
= 14723± 1654L⊙), in agreement with our Teff based
luminosity. From the evolutionary tracks of Claret &
Gimenez (1995) we estimate a somewhat higher mass
value being 10.5 ± 0.5M⊙. When our gravity-inferred
mass of 12.8M⊙ would have been used by Lyubimkov
& Boyarchuk (1984) and Russell & Bessell (1989), a
stellar radius of 67R⊙ and a luminosity of 12000L⊙
would have been deduced, in close agreement with
our results. Volk & Cohen (1989) found a luminos-
ity of 1795 ± 71L⊙. This value was determined from
the effective temperature, which was deduced directly
from the literature values of angular diameter measure-
ments, total-flux observations (from the literature) and
the parallax from Hoffleit & Jaschek (1982). The par-
allax value mentioned by Hoffleit & Jaschek (1982)
(pi = 28mas) is however a factor 2.68 higher than
the value given by the Hipparcos catalogue. Using the
Hipparcos’ parallax would increase the stellar radius by
the same amount — resulting in R = 68R⊙ — and the
luminosity by a factor 7.2 — giving L ≈ 13000L⊙, both
values now being in good agreement with our deduced
values.
3.3. β Leo : AOT01, speed 3, revolution 189
3.3.1. Some specific calibration details
β Leo is one of the few stars of our sample for which
no speed-4 observation has been obtained. The signal-to-
noise is therefore smaller than for the other warm stars.
The shape of the spectrum in band 2 (after application
of a standard calibration procedure) is very suspicious.
A quick-look at the SPD (=Standard Processed Data,
which gives the signal as a function of time) reveals im-
mediately the origin of the problem. A photometric check
is taken between the measurements with aperture 1 and
aperture 2 and between the measurements with aperture
2 and aperture 3, i.e. just before the up scan of band
2A, and before the up scan of band 2C (Fig. 4). The cal-
ibration source is, however, much brighter than β Leo,
resulting in a strong memory effect. Only the dark cur-
rent before each measurement (at a certain aperture) has
the same reset time as the measurement itself and could
be used to subtract the dark current. Since the dark cur-
rent before the measurement with aperture 3 (band 2C) is
strongly affected by memory effects arising from the pho-
tometric check, the mean flux value of the dark current is
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higher than the flux values of the down scan beyond 9µm.
Therefore only the up scan of band 2C is used, and the
fact is taken into account that memory effects are destroy-
ing the reliability of this up scan. In order to correct for
this too high dark current, the data of band 2C are shifted
upwards by 3.5 Jy (Table 3 in Paper II). The other fac-
tors used to combine the different sub-bands may also be
found in Table 3 in Paper II.
Fig. 4. The slope of detector 13 of band 2 of the AOT01 obser-
vation of β Leo (revolution 189) is plotted against time. The
up and down scans of the different sub-bands are indicated.
Photometric checks are taken between aperture 1 and aper-
ture 2 and between aperture 2 and aperture 3.
3.3.2. Comparison with other AOT01 observations
β Leo has also been observed in revolution 040 during
PV (Performance Verification) with the AOT01 speed-1
option. The pointing offsets were dy = −0.737′′ and dz
= 0.913′′. Due to the triangular shape of the instrumen-
tal beam profile in the cross-dispersion direction of SWS,
a pointing offset in the cross-dispersion direction causes
a higher signal loss than in the dispersion-direction. For
this observation, a photometric check was only taken be-
fore the up scan of band 2A and after the down scan of
band 2C. So, only the up scan of band 2A can be affected
by memory effects originating from the photometric check.
The down scan of band 2A (and band 1D) displays how-
ever a signal jump 640 s after the start of the observation
(Fig. 5). The origin of such signal jumps is at the moment
unclear (Leech et al. 2002, p. 66). The jumps in bands 1
and 2 are similar to each other, but different from jumps in
band 3. They can be negative or positive, and there seems
to be a relation between the signal jump and a residual
pulse effect after reset. It is recommended to adjust the
baseline of the affected portion to the pre-jump baseline.
For reason of safety, these data have been flagged as ‘no-
data’. In order to obtain a smooth spectrum, the data of
the sub-bands 1A, 1B and 1E of this speed-1 observation
have been multiplied by a factor 1.01.
Fig. 5. The slope of the detectors in band 1D and band 2A
of the AOT01 speed-1 observation of β Leo (revolution 040)
are plotted against time. The signal jump is indicated by the
vertical line.
The photometric flux level of this observation (revo-
lution 040) is about 5% lower than the AOT01 speed-4
observation taken during revolution 189. A few differences
between the two observed spectra are somewhat more pro-
nounced, e.g. around 2.42µm, 2.58µm, 3.8µm (see Fig.
6). Inaccuracies in the speed-1 observations — clearly vis-
ible from the comparison between up and down scan —
originate from these discrepancies.
3.3.3. Comparison between the ISO-SWS spectrum
and the synthetic spectrum (Fig. 7)
Good-quality published stellar parameters for β Leo were
found in Holweger & Rentzsch-Holm (1995). These au-
thors list as parameters: Teff = 8630K, log g = 4.20. Using
Strømgren photometry, Gardiner et al. (1999) obtained
Fe/H] ≈ +0.2 dex. A microturbulent velocity of 2 km s−1
was assumed. With an angular diameter deduced from the
ISO-SWS spectrum θd = 1.47±0.09mas, one obtains R =
1.75± 0.11R⊙, Mg = 1.78± 1.04M⊙ and L = 15± 3L⊙.
The corresponding deviation estimating parameters are
β1A = 0.060, β1B = 0.028, β1D = 0.087, β1E = 0.038.
The large β-values for β Leo are not very surprising.
One first of all has to take into account the problems
with the hydrogen lines, which dominate the spectrum.
Secondly, for band 1A, there is also a large discrepancy at
the wavelengths were the H5-23 and H5-22 lines emerge at
the beginning of this band. A problem with the RSRF is
at the origin of this discrepancy (Paper II). The large β1D-
value is arising from the problems nearby the Humphreys
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the AOT01 speed-3 observation of
β Leo (revolution 189) and the speed-1 observation (revolution
040). The data of the speed-1 observation have been multiplied
by a factor 1.05. A coloured version of this plot is available in
the Appendix as Fig. ??.
Fig. 7. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of the ISO-
SWS data of β Leo (black) and the synthetic spectrum (grey)
with stellar parameters Teff = 8630K, log g = 4.20, M =
1.8M⊙, [Fe/H] = 0.20, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1 and θd = 1.47mas.
A coloured version of this plot is available in the Appendix as
Fig. ??.
ionisation edge (Paper II). The lower signal/noise ratio
in a AOT01 speed-3 observation compared to the other
observations also contributes to larger β-values.
3.3.4. Comparison with other published stellar
parameters
– Assumed parameters:
From the detailed investigation by Smalley &
Dworetsky (1993), one may conclude that atmospheric
parameters derived from photometry, spectrophotom-
etry and from Hβ and Hγ profiles all agree quite well,
provided that adequate opacities and metallicities are
used. Especially the values of the effective temperature
and gravity should be very reliable when determined
from photometry, and they should not be significantly
affected by uncertainties in the metallicity (Smalley &
Dworetsky 1993). From the research of Gardiner et al.
(1999), one may however conclude that the determina-
tion of the effective temperature and the gravity for
this star from Balmer line profiles (as done e.g. by
Smalley & Dworetsky 1995) seems to be rather uncer-
tain, because β Leo is located close to the maximum of
the Balmer line width. Therefore, the values found by
Holweger & Rentzsch-Holm (1995) — who have used
Stro¨mgren photometry — were taken as stellar param-
eters for the theoretical model and corresponding syn-
thetic spectrum. Since Gardiner et al. (1999) estimated
β Leo to be slightly overabundant ([Fe/H] ≈ +0.2 dex)
from Stro¨mgren photometry, this value was assumed
for the metallicity. For the microturbulent velocity a
value of 2 km s−1 was assumed.
– Deduced parameters:
Malagnini & Morossi (1990, 1997) have used a flux-
fitting method which determines simultaneously the ef-
fective temperature and the angular diameter. Their
obtained values agree well with the angular diameter
deduced from the ISO-SWS spectrum. The small dif-
ferences in the luminosity and radius values mentioned
by Malagnini & Morossi (1990) are partly due to the
use of the parallax value of Hoffleit & Jaschek (1982),
which is a factor 1.1 lower than the Hipparcos’ paral-
lax. When we then compare our gravity-inferred mass
with the mass estimated from evolutionary tracks by
Malagnini & Morossi (1990), we see that our deduced
value is somewhat lower than their quoted value. Using
log Teff = 3.936 and log L = 1.176±0.058, we estimated
from the evolutionary tracks of Girardi et al. (2000) a
mass of 1.9M⊙, which is thus somewhat closer to the
value of 2.3M⊙, given by Malagnini & Morossi (1990).
3.4. Sirius: AOT01, speed 4, revolution 689
3.4.1. Some specific calibration details
The speed-4 observation of Sirius only suffered from very
small pointing errors. Bands 1A and 1B were shifted up-
wards by 1%, band 1E was shifted downwards by 0.5%.
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Table 4. See caption of Table 2, but now for β Leo.
Teff log g M ξt [Fe/H] ε(C) ε(N) ε(O) θd L R Ref.
1 .33 ± 0 .10 1.
8850 ± 340 (1 .33) 2.
1 .32 1.73 3.
8660 1.73 4a.
8660 1.68 4b.
8600 4.2 5.
9590 ± 460 4.27 ± 0.15 2.3 1.39 ± 0.03 25.1 ± 7.2 1.82 ± 0.18 6.
8850 7.
8500 4.20 0.00 8a.
8640 4.37 0.50 8b.
8310 4.20 0.00 8c.
8260 4.37 0.50 8d.
8630 4.21 9.
8870 ± 350 4.00 ± 0.25 (1 .40) 10a.
8870 ± 350 4.10 ± 0.30 (1 .33) 10b.
8720 ± 300 11.
8857 ± 185 4.0 1.374 ± 0.033 12.
(8870) (4.10) 0.20 13.
(8630) (4.20) 1.78 ± 0.46 (2.0) (0.00) (8.76) (8.25) (9.13) 1.47 ± 0.09 15 ± 2 1.75 ± 0.11 14.
1. Brown et al. (1974); 2. Code et al. (1976); 3. Moon (1985); 4. Moon & Dworetsky (1985); 5. Lester et al. (1986); 6. Malagnini
& Morossi (1990); 7. Napiwotzki et al. (1993); 8. Smalley & Dworetsky (1993); 9. Holweger & Rentzsch-Holm (1995); 10. Smalley
& Dworetsky (1995); 11. Sokolov (1995); 12. Malagnini & Morossi (1997); 13. Gardiner et al. (1999); 14. present results
3.4.2. Comparison with other AOT01 observations
At the end of the ISO mission — during revolution 868 —
Sirius was once more observed using the AOT01 mode, but
now with a higher speed, resulting in a lower resolution
and a lower signal-to-noise ratio. The pointing offsets were
negligible. Only the data of band 1A were divided by a
factor 1.01 to optimize the match between the different
sub-bands. The absolute-flux levels differ however by 12%
(Fig. 8). With a quoted absolute-flux accuracy of 10%
and the template of Cohen (Cohen et al. 1992a) being in
absolute-flux level in between these two observations this
difference is not worrying.
Taking the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the speed-1
observation into account, the features of the two observa-
tional spectra of Sirius do agree well.
3.4.3. Comparison between the ISO-SWS spectrum
and the synthetic spectrum (Fig. 9)
For Sirius the effective temperature, the gravity and the
metallicity were taken from Bell & Dreiling (1981), while
the microturbulence and the abundances of C, N and O are
the values found by Lambert et al. (1982) who have used
the model parameters found by Bell & Dreiling (1981).
The adopted stellar parameters for Sirius are thus Teff =
10150K, log g = 4.30, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1, [Fe/H] = 0.50, ε(C)
= 7.97, ε(N) = 8.15, ε(O) = 8.55, pi = 379.21± 1.58mas,
resulting in θd = 6.17 ± 0.38mas, R = 1.75 ± 0.11R⊙,
Mg = 2.22 ± 1.06M⊙ and L = 29 ± 6L⊙. Using these
parameters, the deviation estimating parameters β from
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics are β1A = 0.041, β1B
= 0.017, β1D = 0.098 and β1E = 0.027.
Sirius is the star in our sample with the highest grav-
ity. So, it is not surprising that the synthetic spectrum
deviates largely from the observed spectrum in band 1D,
Fig. 8. Comparison between the AOT01 speed-4 observation
of α CMa (revolution 689) and the speed-1 observation (rev-
olution 868). The data of the speed-1 observation have been
multiplied by a factor 1.12. A coloured version of this plot is
available in the Appendix as Fig. ??.
where the Humphreys lines determine the spectral sig-
nature. The pronounced discrepancy seen around 6µm
is a consequence of the use of an inaccurate model for
the memory-effect correction in the OLP6.0 calibration
of the ISO-SWS data. Consequently the relative spectral
response functions are still not well determined in band 2.
3.4.4. Comparison with other published stellar
parameters
– Assumed parameters:
Several authors determined the effective temperature
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Table 5. See caption of Table 2, but now for Sirius.
Teff log g M ξt [Fe/H] ε(C) ε(N) ε(O) θd L R Ref.
9697 6.20 1.
(9440) (4.33) (2.20) (23.4) (1.68) 2.
10150 ± 400 4.30 ± 0.20 (2.1) 0.50 ± 0.30 3.
(10150) (4.30 ± 0.20) 2.0 ± 0.5 0.60 ± 0.30 7.97 ± 0.15 8.15 ± 0.15 8.55 ± 0.12 4.
5 .89 1.675 5.
9900 4.32 6.
(10000) (4.30) 2.0 0.50 7.
10100 (26.75) 1.69 ± 0.05 8.
9900 4.30 2.0 7.85 ± 0.06 9.
9870 4.32 1.7 ± 0.2 0.28 7.82 > 8.20 10.
9940 ± 210 (4.33) (2.20) 11a.
9940 ± 210 4.20 ± 0.15 (2.20) 11b.
9940 ± 210 4.3 ± 0.5 (2.20) 11c.
9870 ± 200 4.40 ± 0.14 2.0 0.49 ± 0.29 12.
9900 4.30 2.0 0.64 8.03 ± 0.54 13.
9945 ± 122 5 .92 ± 0 .09 14a.
9943 5 .86 14b.
(9880) 4.40 ± 0.20 1.85 ± 0.30 0.50 7.64 ± 0.06 8.04 ± 0.15 8.63 ± 0.05 15.
(10150) (4.30) 2.22 ± 1.06 (2.0) (0.50) (7.97) (8.15) (8.55) 6.17 ± 0.38 29 ± 6 1.75 ± 0.11 16.
1. Blackwell et al. (1980); 2. Popper (1980); 3. Bell & Dreiling (1981); 4. Lambert et al. (1982); 5. Moon (1985); 6. Moon &
Dworetsky (1985); 7. Sadakane & Ueta (1989); 8. Volk & Cohen (1989); 9. Lemke (1990); 10. Hill & Landstreet (1993); 11.
Smalley & Dworetsky (1995); 12. Hui-Bon-Hoa et al. (1997); 13. Rentzsch-Holm (1997); 14. di Benedetto (1998); 15. Qiu et al.
(2001); 16. present results
Fig. 9. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of the ISO-
SWS data of α CMa (black) and the synthetic spectrum (grey)
with stellar parameters Teff = 10150K, log g = 4.30, M =
2.2M⊙, [Fe/H] = 0.50, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1, ε(C) = 7.97, ε(N) =
8.15, ε(O) = 8.55 and θd = 6.17mas. A coloured version of this
plot is available in the Appendix as Fig. ??.
and the surface gravity for Sirius by using uvbyβ pho-
tometry and the grids of Moon & Dworetsky (1985)
(e.g., Lemke 1990; Hill & Landstreet 1993; Hui-Bon-
Hoa et al. 1997). The values of the effective temper-
ature obtained in that way are in between the values
derived from the IRFM (e.g., Blackwell et al. 1980)
and the values derived from comparing observed and
theoretical fluxes (e.g., Bell & Dreiling 1981), with the
IRFM-results being the lowest ones. The derived values
for the gravity from the Balmer line profile and from
photometric data are in good agreement, and more or
less the same abundance pattern is derived by different
authors. The microturbulence and C, N and O abun-
dance deduced by Lambert et al. (1982) were assumed
as input parameters, who have taken Teff , log g and
[Fe/H] from Bell & Dreiling (1981) as model parame-
ters.
– Deduced parameters:
The only indirect measurement of the angular diam-
eter available is from IRFM. Our derived angular di-
ameter of θd= 6.17 ± 0.38mas corresponds with the
value of Blackwell et al. (1980). Contrary to the tar-
get α Car, a good agreement is found for the lumi-
nosity and radius values of Sirius between our de-
duced values and the ones of Volk & Cohen (1989).
The reason is situated in the Hipparcos’ parallax now
being almost the same as the parallax of Hoffleit &
Jaschek (1982) (pi = 378mas), used to determine R
and L from θd. Moon (1985) used a quite different
method, based on a new relation between the visual
surface brightness Fν and the (b − y)0 colour index
of uvbyβ photometry (see the appendix available at
http://www.ster.kuleuven.ac.be/˜leen/artikels/
ISO3/appendix.ps). His quoted value lies within the
error bars of our deduced value.
Not only for Sirius, but also for other warm stars in the
sample, we note a large error bar on the derived mass
Mg, which mainly depends on the error in the gravity.
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This demonstrates that other methods for mass deter-
mination (e.g. from data of eclipsing and visual bina-
ries) are far more useful than the underlying method
for the Mg determination (from the gravity and the
radius).
3.5. Vega: AOT01, speed 3, revolution 178
3.5.1. Some specific calibration details
This speed-3 observation of Vega in revolution 178 had
some problems with the pointing: dy = −0.608′′ and dz
= −1.179′′. Switching then to a larger aperture between
band 1B and band 1D results in a flux-jump, which is
clearly visible in the factors used to shift the different sub-
bands. In order to have a smooth spectrum, we had to
multiply the data of bands 1A and 1B by a factor 1.06
(see Table 3 in Paper II).
3.5.2. Comparison between the ISO-SWS spectrum
and the synthetic spectrum (Fig. 10)
Fig. 10. Comparison between band 1 and band 2 of the ISO-
SWS data of α Lyr (black) and the synthetic spectrum (grey)
with stellar parameters Teff = 9650K, log g = 3.95, M =
2.5M⊙, [Fe/H] = −0.50, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1, ε(C) = 8.42, ε(N)
= 8.00, ε(O) = 8.74 and θd = 3.35mas. A coloured version of
this plot is available in the Appendix as Fig. ??.
As will be discussed in Sect. 3.5.3, the following stel-
lar parameters were adopted for Vega: Teff= 9650K, log
g = 3.95, ξt = 2.0 km s
−1, [Fe/H] = −0.50, ε(C)= 8.42,
ε(N)= 8.00, ε(O)= 8.74. From the ISO-SWS spectrum
of Vega, an angular diameter of 3.35 ± 0.20mas was de-
duced, with then yields a stellar radius of 2.79± 0.17R⊙,
a gravity-inferred mass of 2.54± 1.21M⊙ and a stellar lu-
minosity of 61± 9L⊙. Both the synthetic spectrum based
on these parameters and the ISO-SWS spectrum of Vega
are displayed in Fig. 10. The corresponding β-values are
β1A = 0.057, β1B = 0.046, β1D = 0.010, β1E = 0.041.
In spite of the lower signal-to-noise and lower resolu-
tion of the ISO-SWS observation, good β-values are ob-
tained. One indeed would not expect such a low β-value
in band 1D, the wavelength-range in which the hydro-
gen Hymphreys lines are absorbing. The reason for this
is twofold: first of all, Vega has the lowest gravity in
our sample of main-sequence stars, resulting in a smaller
pressure-broadening and thus in smaller hydrogen lines.
Consequently, the discrepancy with the synthetic predic-
tions, which underestimate the strength of the Humphreys
lines, is not as pronounced as for the other main-sequence
stars in our sample. Secondly, Vega has been observed
by using the AOT01 speed-3 option and we have already
pointed out the small — but visible in the spectrum —
mispointing for this observation. The larger noise inher-
ent to this observation can therefore partly camouflage
the problem with the theoretical computation of the hy-
drogen Humphreys lines. Our statistical test will not re-
port this problem, since the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a
global goodness-of-fit test and fitting by eye was still nec-
essary to detect this kind of problems. A new statistical
approach in which a global and local goodness-of-fit test
are combined is therefore now under development.
3.5.3. Comparison with other published stellar
parameters
The bright star Vega has been studied extensively in re-
cent years because it serves as the primary standard star
for photoelectric spectrophotometry. Since so many pub-
lications are available for this star — as well as for Sirius
— we only have quoted the main publications in the last
two decades.
– Assumed parameters:
Inspecting Table 6, we can see that the published val-
ues for the different parameters all do agree well. As
for Sirius, the temperature values derived from IRFM
are somewhat lower than the other published values
(see also the remark made by Napiwotzki et al. (1993),
who quoted that the IRFM temperatures are too low
by 1.6 – 2.8% for main-sequence stars). A detailed
study of Vega was made by Dreiling & Bell (1980).
From this study Venn & Lambert (1990) have adopted
the effective temperature (Teff= 9650K) and the grav-
ity (log g = 3.95). Using the microturbulent velocity
found by Lambert et al. (1982) (ξt = 2.0 km s
−1), Venn
& Lambert (1990) have determined the chemical com-
position for Vega. Using the solar metallicity obtained
from meteoritic data, ε(Fe)= 7.51, as a reference value,
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Table 6. See caption of Table 2, but now for Vega.
Teff log g M ξt [Fe/H] ε(C) ε(N) ε(O) θd L R Ref.
9468 3.35 1.
9650 3.90 ± 0.20 (2.0) −0.41 ± 0.30 3 .24 ± 0 .07 2.83 2.
(9660) (3.94) 2.0 −0.60 3.
(9650) (3.90) 2.0 ± 0.5 −0.40 ± 0.30 8.57 ± 0.15 7.93 ± 0.15 8.82 ± 0.12 4.
2.588 5a.
2.234 5b.
9500 3.90 6.
(9500) (3.90) 2.0 −0.55 ± 0.10 7.
(62.66) 2.83 ± 0.13 8.
(9400) (3.95) 0.6 −0.56 ± 0.15 8.19 9.
9500 3.90 8.49 10.
(9650) (3.95) (2.0) −0.53 ± 0.15 8.42 ± 0.15 8.00 ± 0.15 8.74 ± 0.15 11.
9560 4.05 2.0 ± 0.2 −0.54 8.47 > 8.40 12.
9600 13.
9450 4.00 (2.0) −0.56 ± 0.05 14.
9550 ± 50 3.95 ± 0.05 (2.0) −0.50 15.
9600 ± 180 4.00 ± 0.10 16a.
9600 ± 180 3.80 ± 0.30 16b.
9830 ± 320 17a.
9660 17b.
9660 ± 140 3 .24 ± 0 .07 18a.
9469 3 .20 18b.
9553 ± 111 3 .28 ± 0 .01 19.
(9430) 3.95 ± 0.20 1.50 ± 0.30 −0.57 8.46 ± 0.13 8.00 ± 0.02 9.01 ± 0.14 20.
(9650) (3.95) 2.54 ± 1.21 (2.0) (−0.50) (8.42) (8.00) (8.74) 3.35 ± 0.20 61 ± 9 2.79 ± 0.17 21.
1. Blackwell et al. (1980); 2. Dreiling & Bell (1980); 3. Sadakane & Nishimura (1981); 4. Lambert et al. (1982); 5. Moon (1985);
6. Moon & Dworetsky (1985); 7. Gigas (1986); 8. Volk & Cohen (1989); 9. Adelman & Gulliver (1990); 10. Lemke (1990); 11.
Venn & Lambert (1990); 12. Hill & Landstreet (1993); 13. Napiwotzki et al. (1993); 14. Smith & Dworetsky (1993); 15. Castelli
& Kurucz (1994); 16. Smalley & Dworetsky (1995); 17. Sokolov (1995); 18. di Benedetto (1998); 19. Ciardi et al. (2001); 20.
Qiu et al. (2001); 21. present results
their abundances for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and iron
were respectively: ε(C)= 8.42±0.15, ε(N)= 8.00±0.15,
ε(O)= 8.74± 0.15 and [Fe/H]= −0.53± 0.15.
– Deduced parameters:
Our angular diameter derived from the ISO-SWS spec-
trum corresponds to the IRFM value from Blackwell
et al. (1980). The same note as made in Sect. 3.4.4
concerning the luminosity and radius values mentioned
by Volk & Cohen (1989) can be made: since the par-
allax value mentioned by Hoffleit & Jaschek (1982)
(pi = 133mas) only differs with the Hipparcos’ value
by a factor 1.03, the values for R and L are in close
agreement. This can also be said for the radius value
given by Dreiling & Bell (1980), who too have used the
parallax of Hoffleit & Jaschek (1982). The new relation
established by Moon (1985) results in stellar radius val-
ues which are somewhat lower than our deduced value
and the values mentioned by Moon (1985) and Volk &
Cohen (1989).
4. Conclusion
The five warmest stars in a sample of 16 stars — used for
the calibration of the detectors of ISO-SWS — have been
discussed spectroscopically. The absence of molecular fea-
tures and the presence of atomic features whose oscillator
strengths are not well-known rendered the determination
of the effective temperature, gravity, microturbulent ve-
locity, metallicity and the abundance of C, N, and O from
the ISO-SWS data unfeasible. Good-quality published val-
ues were then used for the computation of the synthetic
spectra. In general, no more discrepancies than the ones
reported in Decin et al. (2002) have been detected. A com-
parison with other — lower resolution — ISO-SWS data
revealed a rather good relative agreement (∼ 2%), but
the absolute flux-level and so the deduced angular diam-
eter could differ by up to 16%. Nevertheless, the angular
diameter, luminosity and stellar radius deduced from the
ISO-SWS data are in good agreement with other pub-
lished values deduced from other data and/or methods.
Since this research has shown clearly that the avail-
able oscillator strengths of atomic transitions in the in-
frared are at the moment still very inaccurate, one of us
(J. S.) has worked on a new atomic linelist by deducing
new oscillator strengths from the high-resolution ATMOS
spectrum of the Sun (625 – 4800 cm−1) (Sauval 2002).
This new atomic linelist will be presented in Paper V of
this series.
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